Coronavirus update – March 15, 2021; Plans for expanding usage of
some amenities
Monday, March 15, 2021

Your HOA staff has received inquiries following the March 5, 2021, Executive Order from
Governor Ducey that released capacity limits for specific business segments. The section of
the order pertaining to capacity limits reads as follows:

3. Capacity limits for businesses, implemented and outlined by Executive Order 2020-47,
Reducing the Risk, Slowing the Spread, ADHS Emergency Measure 2020-02, Slowing the Spread
of COVID-19: Phased Reopening, the ADHS COVID-19 Guidance for Businesses and related
requirement documents from ADHS, are rescinded. All remaining requirements implemented
by ADHS for specific businesses remain in effect including but not limited to mask use and
appropriate physical distancing between parties or groups.

To view the entire Executive Order, click here.

With this information in mind, the HOA Board has met on what impact this new order has on
PebbleCreek. Sharing their decisions with the General Manager earlier this week, HOA staff
is now preparing for some upcoming increases in capacity and the reopening of some
previously closed locations. We are prepared to share information about our pools and
fitness centers, Creative Arts Center and Sunrise Park at this time. We are working on details
for some additional announcements related to meeting rooms and libraries and will share
those in the March 22 edition of PebbleNews. We want to be certain that we have all of the
details and information, along with appropriate staff deployed and prepared before we
release this information. Social distance and mask requirements will still be in effect for all

locations. We are very aware that some people are anxious for things to open further and we
are taking steps to do what is safe and within guidelines.

Pools and Fitness Facilities
Beginning Saturday, March 20, 2021, Pools and Fitness Center capacities will increase
as follows:

Tuscany Falls Fitness Center:
Capacity limit will increase to 40 people (from 20).

Tuscany Falls Pools:
Capacity limit on:
•
•
•

Outdoor Pool - 60 people (from 50)
Kiddy Pool*- 15-20 (from 12-15) *reminder no kids under 2 years old are allowed
entry
Indoor pool capacity remains unchanged at 12-15

Spa(s) will reopen with a four-person capacity limit. Locker rooms, showers, steam
room/sauna remain closed.

Tuscany Falls Fitness Studios:
•

Class size in Studio #1 will increase to 21 (from 19).

Eagle’s Nest Fitness Center:
Capacity limit will increase to 30 (from 15).

Eagle’s Nest Pool:
Capacity limit will increase to 60 people (from 40). Spa will reopen with a four-person
capacity limit. Locker rooms, showers, steam room/sauna remain closed.

Oasis Pool:
Capacity Limits are recommended at 40 at this location at this time. This is an adult-only
facility. The Ramada at the Oasis Pool remains unavailable for reservations at this time.

Masks and social distance requirements still in place for pool and fitness facilities
Please note that all mask and social distance requirements previously in place, remain.
Masks are required to enter the pool facilities and fitness facilities and are required to be
used while exercising, when moving around the building and pools decks. When swimming
or in the water, masks can be removed, and they can be removed when seated in an
outdoor deck/lounger chair if social distance is maintained. Maintaining at least six feet of
social distance is required throughout pool and fitness facilities.

Aerobic equipment (treadmills, ellipticals, etc.) availability will remain at its current
reduced level in order to comply with the 6-foot social distancing requirement.

Creative Arts Center
Beginning Monday, March 22, 2021, the Creative Arts Center (CAC) operation will
increase capacity as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glass Studio - current occupancy is 6 people. Will remain the same.
Gallery - current occupancy is 5. Will increase to 6 customers at a time (does not
include staff behind the desk)
Woodcarver's Studio - current occupancy is 10. Will increase to 13.
Art Studio - current occupancy is 10. Will increase to 18.
Fiber Arts Studio - current occupancy is 10. Will increase to 12.
Pottery Studio - current occupancy is 5. Will increase to 8.
Ceramics Studio - current occupancy is 5. Will increase to 8.

Decisions for these spaces in Creative Arts are made based on room size and what is done in
each room and how social distance can be maintained.

The following guidelines remain in place:
•

Masks are required to enter the CAC and are required to be used in the studios,
gallery and when moving around the building.

•

Maintaining at least six feet of social distance is required throughout the CAC
building.

•

Hand sanitizing is required when entering the CAC building and the space used in
the studio needs to be cleaned by studio users prior to leaving.

•

Water fountains will remain closed
CAC staff will take studio reservations from the clubs each day.
All residents/guests will continue to be asked to sign in to enter the building to
shop and look at display windows. They must adhere to current CAC guidelines.
The Gallery does not accept cash payment at this time

•
•
•

Sunrise Park
As of today, Monday, March 15, the Activities Office can take your reservations for the
Sunrise Park Ramada. To make a reservation, call the Activities Office at 623-535-9854.
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